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INFORMATION ABOUT INTERVIEW
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FORMAT Office meeting
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1. Voting Modernization: 
A. Voter Access Reforms: What reforms would you support to ensure that all eligible voters are 

able to cast a vote in every election? 

Suggested Specific Questions:

o Would you support implementing no-excuse absentee ballot voting (also called optional 
vote by mail)? Why or why not? 
Yes, we need to decrease impediments to voting and we already know that people are 
stating they are out of county just in order to vote.

o Would you support early in-person voting in Pennsylvania? Why or why not?

Yes, as with no excuse absentee ballot voting, this would allow voting prior to Election Day, 
but instead of mailing in a ballot, a person would come to a designated location to vote.

B. Voter Registration Reforms: What reforms would you support to increase the accessibility and 
accuracy of voter registration, ensure that all eligible voters can register and limit the 
administrative burden on local elections offices?

Suggested Specific Questions:

o Would you support allowing 16 and 17-year-olds to register to vote early when applying for 
a driver’s license? Why or why not? 

I have introduced Senate Bill 283 that would require PennDOT to notify individuals that 
have applied for a driver’s license of their eligibility to register to vote once they reach the 
age of 18 and are eligible to vote.

o Would you support allowing 17-year-olds who will be 18 at the time of the general election 
to vote in the primary? Why or why not?

Yes, Pennsylvania should join the nearly 20 other states that allow a 17 year old to vote in a 
primary if they will be 18 in time for the General Election.

o Would you support establishing same day registration at polling places? Why or why not?

Yes, I have introduced Senate Bill 282 that would allow same day registration.
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By implementing an EDR process, eligible persons are able to register and vote on the same 
day of any primary, municipal or general election by completing a registration card and 
providing proof of residence.

Advantages include increased voter accessibility and convenience, fewer provisional ballots 
to be processed, and a reduction in people turned away for not pre-registering properly. 
Also, by allowing voter registration to continue up to and including election day, voters can 
take into account the news, debates, advertisements or any other aspects of a candidate’s 
campaign taking place in that period of time.

Researchers examining causal links in election policies concluded in 2014 that same-day 
registration can increase voter participation by up to 4 percentage points. The largest 
election-day registration effects are evident in Minnesota and Wisconsin, which adopted 
this type of reform in the 1970s and consistently enjoy some of the highest levels of voter 
turnout among all states.

o Would you support establishing automatic voter registration (AVR)? Why or why not?

Since 2015, when no states allowed for AVR, there are, pending very recent legislative 
action, nine states and the District of Columbia that allow for AVR, which is an update of the
Motor Voter law, where citizens seeking driver’s licenses are automatically registered to 
vote and have the ability to opt out instead of current Motor Voter here in PA where it is an 
opt in.

I would support establishing AVR with an opt out provision at the point of contact with 
PennDOT.

C. Voting Systems Reforms: What reforms or steps would you support to ensure that our voting 
systems are secure and accessible for all eligible voters? 

o Appropriate sufficient funds to support the purchase of up-to-date voting equipment by 
counties (at least $100 million)?

It is critical that all counties have machines that are secure and accessible.  As a federal 
mandate, it should be the responsibility of the federal government to provide that funding, 
but we must work with our counties to ensure every vote is recorded and counted.

As Chair of the Senate Democratic Policy Committee, we have held hearings on the 
administration of elections and have received the following inputs from County 
Governments:
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1. They as well as I do not wish to see unfunded mandates placed upon their operations by
the state legislature, as this could potentially affect their operations.

2. That being said, there are some aspects of county elections that need additional 
uniformity and consistency: clear and consistent training curriculum for poll workers;

and clear criteria from the state and federal levels as far as certified elections equipment 
that meet the requirements set forth by the Department of State and the federal 
government.  While differing machine manufacturer contracts across counties provide 
overall competition, potential cost savings and avoidance of some commerce & 
procurements conflicts/challenges, there still needs to be standard criteria in certified and 
recognized election equipment and machines that is used.

3. Flexibility and autonomy has been requested by county elections divisions as far as the 
staffing determinations of each election.  A Presidential General Election has a historically 
different turnout than the Primary the judicial/local/municipal “odd” year after it.   Funds 
could be re-allocated to address overall efficiency of county operations if historical voting 
data is allowed to be a factor of consideration, as well as real-time neighborhood 
population & residency data.  

4. Also, the avoidance of Special Elections that are within a 90 – day window of a general 
or primary election day can also provide cost-savings, and I have sponsored legislation (SB 
285 this session) to address this.

o Employ voting systems that provide voter-verifiable paper ballot or paper record that the 
voter can verify while in the process of voting?

I have been on record in the past supporting a paper record.

Earlier this month, the PA Department of State issued a directive regarding the purchase of 
resilient electronic voting systems.  Specifically, the directive mandates that any voting 
systems purchased by counties on or after February 9, 2018 must employ a voter-verifiable 
paper ballot or paper record of the votes cast.  This directive is meant to ensure that the 
next generation of our state’s voting systems can meet the present and future standards of 
resiliency and security.  I fully support this initiative, and feel that we must ensure that 
voting machines are not compromised or breached from external sources.  The requirement
of a voter-verified paper trail further ensures that if a compromise occurs, then we have a 
verified trail on paper.
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2. Redistricting Reform: By a variety of measures, Pennsylvania’s districts are among the most 
gerrymandered in the nation. The United States is now the only major democracy that permits 
legislators a major role in drawing electoral districts. Would you support replacing the current 
redistricting processes with a transparent, independent citizens’ commission? Please explain.

Answer: Sen. Browne reaffirmed his support for SB 22, as well as his desire to have this bill move 
forward for hearings, debates and ultimately a vote.

Sen. Browne hopes to see a time when the legislature is less driven by partisanship and more driven by
solving problems and getting things done for the citizens of Pennsylvania.  He is confident when those 
with different ideas assemble and discuss issues and are focused on the good of the citizens, the best 
remedies can be achieved.

The one major question that Sen. Browne has about the independent citizens’ commission proposed in
SB 22, is the ability to choose three independent members of the commission that will not cause the 
commission to lean to one side or another. Noted that is a legitimate concern for future consideration. 
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3. Criminal Justice Reform: What kind of reforms to bail or police practices would you support so that our 
counties reduce costs, the mentally ill are treated more appropriately, addicts get treatment faster, 
and those that will ultimately be found not guilty have fewer impacts on their lives?

Answer: One of the most significant legislative accomplishments in criminal justice reform amended 
the Judicial Code and is known as the Justice Risk Reduction Incentive (JRRI).  Significant provisions of 
this reform legislation include:

 Development of a risk assessment tool, by the Pennsylvania Commission on Sentencing, 
as part of the sentencing guidelines in order to divert low risk offenders to alternative 
sentencing measures. 

 Allowing for eligibility for sentences to County Intermediate Punishment (CIP) for 
offenders convicted of lower quantity drug felonies and sentenced under the first tier of
the drug trafficking mandatories. Sentences to CIP for drug dependent offenders must 
include participation in clinically-prescribed treatment.   

 Modifying ineligibility criteria from personal injury crime to a specific list of crimes 
similar to those used for Boot Camp (BC). Offenders are not eligible for SIP if they are 
currently or within the past ten years convicted of any of the following offenses: 
murder, voluntary manslaughter, drug delivery resulting in death, kidnapping, rape, 
involuntary deviate sexual intercourse, sexual assault, aggravated indecent assault, 
arson, burglary when home and person present, robbery, robbery of motor vehicle, and 
drug trafficking. However, the prosecuting attorney may waive eligibility requirements. 
Changes the age criteria for boot camp eligibility to less than 40 years of age, permitting 
more inmates to be considered for participation. 

 Under Recidivism Risk Reduction Incentive (RRRI) a judge must sentence an eligible offender to 
a shorter minimum sentence and if the offender completes programming and meets other 
requirements, the offender will be paroled on that minimum. It allows an eligible defendant to 
receive an RRRI minimum sentence even if a mandatory sentence would otherwise be provided 
by law.

As a companion to the criminal justice reforms, the Justice Reinvestment Fund was created from the savings 
to the state correctional institutions to fund to state and county programs for risk assessment modeling; 
county probation grants and innovative county policies that divert short and medium minimum sentence 
offenders from incarceration; state parole processes and coordinated safe community reentry programs for 
offenders.  (HB 135- Act 196-12)

In an effort to increase the safety and protection of Pennsylvania’s young people, the General Assembly 
passed 24 bills aimed at protecting children from abuse, fully prosecuting those who prey on children and to 
protect those who have a responsibility to report cases of child abuse. My legislation in this package 
established higher penalties for simple assault to a child and aggravated assault of a child. (SB 28 – Act 118 of 
13) 

Criminal and civil laws relating to human trafficking and its victims were comprehensively revised to establish 
offenses relating to human trafficking, set provisions regarding evidence and limits on defenses to human 
trafficking, afford protection to victims during prosecution, create unique forms of restitution available for 
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victims, distribute proceeds of asset forfeiture, enhance sentencing guidelines and require data collection on 
prosecutions.  (SB 75 – Act 105 of 14). 

Victims’ rights were enhanced by allowing courts to issue protection orders to victims of sexual violence or 
intimidation, and is modeled after the Protection From Abuse Act. (SB 681 – Act 25 of 14)

While great progress has been made in preventing substance abuse and drug overdoses by expanding access 
to naloxone, the overdose-reversal drug, implementing “warm handoff” protocols must be expanded to help 
get overdose survivors immediately into substance abuse treatment. In addition enforcement against illegal 
distribution of prescription opioids through the state’s new prescription monitoring system will greatly assist 
in limiting access.  The state must consider increased resources for prevention, intervention and treatment to 
address the current growing problem of opioid addiction. 

Individuals who have served a sentence for a nonviolent third or second degree misdemeanors can now erase 
their criminal backgrounds by petitioning the court to completely expunge their criminal histories from public 
view (SB 166 – Act 5 of 16).
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4. Environmental Protection: Pennsylvania has a long history of environmental concerns with regard to the 
production, storage and transport of energy related materials.  More recently there has been greater and 
persistent concern expressed by citizen groups for the safe transport and disposal of toxic waste materials 
from the natural gas industry.  If disposed of in too close a proximity to our drinking water sources such as 
rivers, reservoirs, wells, etc. these materials pose a distinct threat to human health as well as environmental 
health.

At the same time Pennsylvania citizens living and working close to natural gas production wells have 
presented similar degrees of concerns for the safety of the air that they breathe as well as their children 
and animals.
How will you and can you respond in words and with actions that will demonstrate your understanding 
and your commitment to securing a safe, healthy environment as well as an economically viable platform 
for practical and productive employment opportunities for Pennsylvanians?

Answer: 

 What can you do to secure a safe, healthy environment as well as an economically viable platform 
for employment opportunities for Pennsylvanians?
 Continue to support the safe development of our natural resources, while continuing to
promote renewable energy technology. Pennsylvania is unique in that it has all the resources for
energy generation-, wind, hydro, natural gas, coal, solar, geothermal, etc.  To ensure a solid
economic future, PA needs to continue to be a national and world leader in energy generation
while adhering to enforcement of current strict environmental standards. 

 How can we safely transport and dispose of toxic waste materials from the natural gas industry 
without threatening water sources?

o We will continue to treat any material that comes from a natural gas site that may be toxic 
like any other toxic material in Pennsylvania.  PA has robust environmental regulations and 
regulations related to the transportation of toxic materials under Penn Dot.  Waste coming 
from natural gas sites would be treated no different.  

 PA citizens live and work close by natural gas production wells – how do we ensure that they have 
safe air to breathe as well as their children and animals.

o Continue to enforce the Air Pollution Control Act.  DEP is currently going through a review 
and re-write of the GP5 and GP5A general permits.  These permit revisions regulate 
emissions of methane at well pads in addition to the midstream aspect of the industry.  
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